THIRD CORRIGENDUM TO THE NON AUTHENTIC TEXTS
OF THE SCHEDULES TO THE
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

Page 363-364

The following corrections should be made -

Item 901 ex b ex 2)

The rectification on item 901 ex b) ex 2) should read as follows:
Delete " ex 2) cast iron, iron or steel fittings" and insert:
" b)2) of malleable cast iron, iron or steel "

Item ex 918 d) 2)

The rectification on item ex 918 d)2), should read as follows:
The words "other springs: watch springs, weighing each:" shall read:
" Other kind of springs: watch springs,
over 3 mm. in width and weighing per piece: "

Item 1019

The rectification on item 1019 should read as follows:
"Knife blades, unfinished or finished, of base metal:"

Insert the following -

Item 480 b)1) beta)
The word "theoretical" shall read:
"technical"

Item 604 b)
Delete the word "figures" and insert:
"pictures"

Item 1107 d)2) beta)
Delete the word "hooked" and insert:
"bearded"